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ADDENDUM A: AMATS INDEPENDENT TRAFFIC STUDY 

As might be expected from such a hot-button development project, many events have unfolded over the months 

since the Rothrock Road/Montrose Planning Study was written. Local residents and other area stakeholders have 

expressed various concerns regarding the proposed development, ranging from congestion issues to environmental 

ones, and a number of other quality-of-life concerns. As part of the permitting process, there have been numerous 

back-and-forth communications between the developer (Levey & Company), the Summit County Engineer’s office, 

the Army Corps of Engineers, and other agencies involved in the development process. 

Perhaps the most significant event that occurred to date was the passing of ordinances to close off two main streets 

in Fairlawn, which would have served as primary access points to the proposed Rothrock Road development. 

Fairlawn City Council unanimously passed ordinances O/2010-069 (on December 20, 2010) and O/2010-070A (on 

April 18, 2011), the language of which is as follows: 

O/2010-069:  An ordinance supporting and authorizing the closing of Rosemont Boulevard at its western terminus 

within the City of Fairlawn, Ohio 

O/2010-070A:  An ordinance supporting and authorizing the closing of Rothrock Road at a location west of the 

western intersecting line of Sawgrass Drive with Rothrock Road and the western boundary of the City of Fairlawn 

As of this writing, only the first of the ordinances has been executed, with the placement of concrete barriers on 

Rosemont Boulevard on February 1, 2011. The second ordinance has also been passed, and plans for a limited access 

gate system were approved on July 14, 2011. The gate system has yet to be constructed, however. 

Concrete barriers closing off access to Rosemont 

Blvd. from Rothrock Road 
Location of street closures in Fairlawn 
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The implementation of these two strategic street closures could dramatically alter the traffic patterns in the area of 

this development, and potentially, the entire Montrose area. The most comprehensive traffic study (to date) for the 

vicinity of the development was performed by URS Corporation, on the behalf of Levey & Company. This study was 

completed in September 2010, without any discussion of key street closures in the area. 

In March 2011, Stark Enterprises (the property management firm that owns Rosemont Commons, the retail complex 

that houses the current Fairlawn Wal-Mart and Sam’s Club) funded a traffic study to examine the affects the closures 

of Rosemont Blvd. and Rothrock Road would have on local traffic. This traffic study was conducted by Wells & 

Associates. Although this was the first study to look at changes in traffic due to the two road closures, it did so under 

existing conditions, meaning that the proposed Wal-Mart and Sam’s Club were not taken into account. Not 

surprisingly, the study concluded that the existing infrastructure could sufficiently handle the new traffic patterns 

caused by the closures, and AMATS concurs with this analysis. However, the glaring omission of the major 

development proposed for the area (and the large volume of additional traffic it will generate) renders the findings 

largely irrelevant if the new stores are built as planned. 

AMATS feels that the significance of these newly introduced variables cannot be overlooked (i.e. the post-

development alteration of the area traffic pattern resulting from these two key street closures), and in May 2011, 

initiated its own independent traffic study of the area, taking these variables into consideration. 

TRAFFIC GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS 

AMATS has performed an internal traffic study which considers three different development scenarios: 

 

Scenario #1: Current Conditions – In this scenario, Rothrock Road remains open to the public, and the Wal-

Mart/Sam’s development does not occur. This scenario serves as a control so that we may observe the true impact 

on the Montrose region’s traffic pattern created by each of the remaining two development scenarios. 

 

Scenario #2: Rothrock Road Closed/Wal-Mart Development Does Not Occur – This scenario allows us to see the 

affect that the closure of Rothrock Road (through the use of the limited access gate system) will have on the 

Montrose area, without the influence of the proposed Rothrock Road development. 

 

Scenario #3: Rothrock Road Closed/Wal-Mart and Sam’s Club are Built – This scenario will allow us to observe the 

potential impact of a large development combined with the closure of an important area street. This “full-build” 

scenario would result in the maximum negative impact on the Montrose traffic pattern. 

 

Key Assumptions: 

All three of these scenarios take into account the closure of Rosemont Blvd., which was in place and well established 

prior to the writing of this addendum. AMATS considers the Rosemont Blvd. closure to be a successful policy 

initiative, as it has effectively halted cut-through traffic in an established residential neighborhood, while having little 

or no negative impact on area traffic patterns. 

 

This analysis does not consider the potential scenario in which the Wal-Mart and Sam’s Club are built, but Rothrock 

Road remains open, as this scenario was the primary focus of the original Rothrock Road/Montrose planning study. 

 

It should also be noted that updates in underlying traffic data have resulted in a few minor changes in the 

assumptions and methodology used in this analysis, when compared to those published in the original Rothrock 

Road/Montrose planning study. 
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Scenario #1: Current Conditions 

 

 

 

Avg. # of Vehicles

Location # Area Description   per Weekday

1 Springside Drive (S. of SR-18) 8,500                           

2 Rothrock Loop (S. of SR-18) 3,090                           

3 Rothrock Road (Proposed Wal-Mart Site) 4,370                           

4 Rothrock Road (W. of Cleve-Mass) 3,270                           

5 Cleve-Mass Rd. (S. of Current Wal-Mart) 19,120                         

6 SR-18/W.Market St. (Just North of Current Wal-Mart) 32,630                         

7 Intersection of SR-18 and Cleveland-Massillon Road 49,860                         

8 Brookwall Drive (W. of Cleveland-Massillon Road) 4,040                           

9 SR-18/W.Market St. (W. of Cleveland-Massillon Road) 37,730                         

10 Flight Memorial Pkwy (S. of SR-18) 2,460                           

Scenario #1: NO Wal-Mart/Rothrock Rd. Remains OPEN (current conditions)
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Scenario #1 Analysis 

Our first scenario presents the current volume of traffic at ten key points in the planning focus area. The average 

number of daily vehicles data was obtained through the AMATS traffic counting program. The majority of the key 

focal points are clustered in the northern portion of the planning area, as access points to the proposed development 

site (represented by point #3 on the map) are limited. It is indeed this limited number of access points from the 

southern and eastern portions of the planning area that makes their importance all the more significant. 

The red lines represent congested street segments. Since the word “congestion” is highly subjective, this analysis 

defines these congested segments as any street segment with a level of service D, E or F, as calculated by AMATS. 

Although anyone who travels regularly through the Montrose area may define segments other than those identified 

in red on the map as “congested”, from a traffic engineering standpoint, only the highlighted roadways meet our 

technical definition of “congestion” (i.e. a level of service of D, E, or F). Please see page XI for a more detailed 

explanation regarding levels of service. 

From this analysis, it can be concluded that although certain street segments of the planning area are congested 

during peak travel periods, traffic generally flows through the area fairly well. This is attributable to the large amount 

of street infrastructure investment in the Montrose area over the last twenty years, and the clustering of the 

majority of area retail around the SR-18 and Cleveland-Massillon Road arterials. A detailed explanation of this 

investment and the historical development patterns of the Montrose area can be found in the original Rothrock 

Road/Montrose planning study. 
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Scenario #2: Wal-Mart Development Does Not Occur/Rothrock Road is Closed 

 

 

Avg. # of Vehicles % Change from

Location # Area Description   per Weekday Current VPD

1 Springside Drive (S. of SR-18) 8,500                           0%

2 Rothrock Loop (S. of SR-18) 4,575                           48%

3 Rothrock Road (Proposed Wal-Mart Site) 500                               -89%

4 Rothrock Road (W. of Cleve-Mass) 300                               -91%

5 Cleve-Mass Rd. (S. of Current Wal-Mart) 20,695                         8%

6 SR-18/W.Market St. (Just North of Current Wal-Mart) 32,630                         0%

7 Intersection of SR-18 and Cleveland-Massillon Road 49,860                         0%

8 Brookwall Drive (W. of Cleveland-Massillon Road) 5,525                           37%

9 SR-18/W.Market St. (W. of Cleveland-Massillon Road) 37,730                         0%

10 Flight Memorial Pkwy (S. of SR-18) 2,460                           0%

Scenario #2: NO Wal-Mart/Rothrock Rd. is CLOSED
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Scenario #2 Analysis 

Under current conditions, Rothrock Road carries an average of 4,370 vehicles per weekday. This volume is well below 

the amount the road was designed to carry. Our analysis concludes that upon the closure of Rothrock Road (by way 

of the recently approved gate system), Cleveland-Massillon Road will carry the primary burden of displaced traffic. 

Although Rothrock Road is currently well under its designed capacity, Cleveland-Massillon Road currently 

experiences congestion during peak hours, and has very little capacity to spare. 

Of the 3,270 vehicles currently using Rothrock Road as a route from the southern portion of the planning area to the 

northern portion (see scenario #1 – key point #4), we anticipate that the implementation of the limited access gate 

would only allow 300 of these trips to pass through daily. The remaining traffic would only have two options to reach 

northern destinations in the planning area: travel up an already congested Cleveland-Massillon Road, or follow I-77 

around to the northern portion of the area, adding vehicles to  the already congested I-77/SR-18 interchange. 

We anticipate that 1,575 of these displaced vehicles will opt for the Cleveland-Massillon Road option. This additional 

daily volume, combined with an increased number of left turns onto Bywood Ave. and Brookwall Dr. (assuming that 

most travelers will avoid SR-18 if possible), will worsen the level of service on the northern portion of Cleveland-

Massillon Road from a “D” to an “E” (see pg. X). We anticipate that due to the closure of Rothrock Road, traffic on 

Brookwall Dr. (key point #8) will increase 37%, and traffic traveling along Rothrock Loop (key point #2) to nearby 

retail attractions will increase by nearly 50%. 

From the point of view of those in favor of the closure of Rothrock Road, the implementation of the gate system will 

be viewed as a success. Traffic in front of the proposed development location (key point #3) will decrease by 89%, to 

a daily total of 500 vehicles (traffic exclusively generated by the residential uses lying to the west of the gate). Traffic 

along Rothrock Road to the east of the gate would be reduced by 91%, to approximately 300 vehicles per day. 

Although the goal of limiting travel along the Fairlawn portion of Rothrock Road to local residents only would be 

effectively accomplished, this benefit is likely to be offset by increased delays on Cleveland-Massillon Road (for those 

to the east of the gate), increased congestion in the northern portion of the planning area (for those to the west of 

the gate), or time spent in a queue to pass through the gate system, which we estimate would be approximately 15 

seconds per vehicle (for those qualifying for key card access to the gate system). 
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Scenario #3: Wal-Mart Development is Built/Rothrock Road is Closed 

 

 

Avg. # of Vehicles % Change from

Location # Area Description   per Weekday Current VPD

1 Springside Drive (S. of SR-18) 9,675                           14%

2 Rothrock Loop (S. of SR-18) 9,550                           209%

3 Rothrock Road (Proposed Wal-Mart Site) 10,500                         140%

4 Rothrock Road (W. of Cleve-Mass) 300                               -91%

5 Cleve-Mass Rd. (S. of Current Wal-Mart) 22,370                         17%

6 SR-18/W.Market St. (Just North of Current Wal-Mart) 35,980                         10%

7 Intersection of SR-18 and Cleveland-Massillon Road 53,210                         7%

8 Brookwall Drive (W. of Cleveland-Massillon Road) 8,875                           120%

9 SR-18/W.Market St. (W. of Cleveland-Massillon Road) 39,410                         4%

10 Flight Memorial Pkwy (S. of SR-18) 2,960                           20%

Scenario #3: Wal-Mart is BUILT/Rothrock Rd. is CLOSED
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Scenario #3 Analysis 

Based on accepted trip generation standards, AMATS anticipates that the proposed Wal-Mart and Sam’s 

development would add 10,000 additional daily vehicles to the Montrose region on weekdays, 12,280 vehicles each 

Saturday, and 8,460 on Sundays. Although the same number of trips will be generated by the development 

regardless of whether Rothrock Road is closed or not, what would change is the distribution of that traffic, which we 

expect will have a significant negative impact on the area. We also assume in this scenario that the existing Wal-Mart 

and Sam’s Club site at Rosemont Commons will be reoccupied by new commercial tenants which will generate trips 

of their own. 

For the most part, the closure of Rothrock Road essentially eliminates any access to the Wal-Mart site from the 

south. Our analysis assumes that 2/3 of Wal-Mart’s customer base comes from the south and east of the site. With 

the closure of Rothrock Road, they would be forced to either drive around the site on I-77 and exit at SR-18, or travel 

northbound on Cleveland-Massillon Road, turning left onto either Bywood Ave., Brookwall Dr., or (to a lesser extent) 

to SR-18, heading west towards the Wal-Mart site. We anticipate a 120% traffic increase along Brookwall Dr. once 

the Wal-Mart/Sam’s is built. Traffic will increase by 17% along Cleveland-Massillon Road, lowering the entire level of 

service for the road to a nearly failing “E” level (see pg. X). 

The result of this closure will heavily concentrate all Wal-Mart traffic to within the northern portion of the planning 

area, significantly increasing congestion. There are many alternatives for traffic distribution to the site, and we 

cannot be sure which will end up being the most preferable. However, there is one point at which all Wal-Mart 

bound traffic would converge, regardless of route choice: the intersection of Rothrock Loop and Rothrock Road, and 

some distance around it. Traffic volume at this point (key point #2) will increase by 209% from current levels. 

Congestion will be dramatically increased on the streets and intersections encompassed by the imaginary triangle 

formed by key points #1, 2 and 3 on the preceding map. 

It should be noted that our post-development analysis assumes that three infrastructure improvements promised by 

the developer have been implemented: 1. A traffic signal at the intersection of Rothrock Rd. and Fairway Park Dr., 2. 

the construction of turn lanes in front of the new development, and, 3. an additional northbound left-turn lane (to 

SR-18) on Springside Dr. Without these improvements, congestion in the northern portion of the planning area would 

be significantly worsened. 

Prior to the closure of Rothrock Road, 1/4 of all Wal-Mart traffic (approx. 2,500 vehicles) would have approached 

from the south of the site, accessing it via Rothrock Road. This option would remove a great amount of strain from 

the transportation network north of the site. After the closure, however, the northern portion of the network must 

accommodate all of the additional traffic generated by the new Wal-Mart/Sam’s Club. 

Our analysis demonstrates that the closure of Rothrock Road will accomplish the goal of reducing traffic on the 

(predominantly residential) southeastern segment of Rothrock Road. Although this portion of Rothrock would be 

completely sheltered from increases in traffic produced by the new Wal-Mart, residents of these areas will still have 

to face the deteriorating traffic conditions on SR-18, Cleveland-Massillon Road, Brookwall Drive, and so on. The 

interchange area of I-77/SR-21 and SR-18 already experiences congestion problems and issues with vehicle weaving. 

These issues will only be complicated with the closure of Rothrock Road, and the residents that live on the gated 

portion of Rothrock Road will be among those suffering these consequences. 
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DETAILED STREET SEGMENT AND INTERSECTION ANALYSIS 

AMATS has analyzed two key areas that we feel will be the most negatively affected by the previously described 

development scenarios. The first of these concentrated areas of study is the portion of Cleveland-Massillon Road that 

passes through the planning area. For our analysis, we have broken this street into two different segments: the 

segment from I-77 to Rosemont Blvd., and the segment from Rosemont Blvd. to Bywood Ave. The second 

concentrated area of study is an analysis of the intersection of Cleveland-Massillon Road and Brookwall Drive. 

Each of these concentrated study areas were analyzed under the same three scenarios used in the above analysis: 

1. Wal-Mart/Sam’s are NOT built, and Rothrock Road remains open (i.e. current conditions). 

2. Wal-Mart/Sam’s are NOT built, and Fairlawn closes Rothrock Road. 

3. The Wal-Mart and Sam’s are built, and Fairlawn closes Rothrock Road. 

 

Street Segment Analysis 

The AMATS street segment analysis divides Cleveland-Massillon Road into two segments, a northern and a southern 

portion, with Rosemont Blvd. as the dividing line. Our analysis shows that, regardless of which of the three conditions 

were being analyzed, both portions were almost equally affected. The following table displays the data calculated 

from our analysis: 

 

Cleveland-Massillon Road Segment Congestion Analysis 

  
 

  

Condition #1: No Wal-Mart / Rothrock Road Remains Open 

(current conditions)   

Segment Volume/Capacity Ratio Level of Service 

I-77 to Rosemont 0.70 D 

Rosemont to Bywood 0.74 D 

  

 

  

Condition #2: No Wal-Mart / Rothrock Road is Closed   

Segment Volume/Capacity Ratio Level of Service 

I-77 to Rosemont 0.77 D 

Rosemont to Bywood 0.81 E 

  

 

  

Condition #3: Wal-Mart is Built / Rothrock Road is Closed   

Segment Volume/Capacity Ratio Level of Service 

I-77 to Rosemont 0.95 E 

Rosemont to Bywood 0.99 E 
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The volume/capacity (v/c) ratio indicates how much traffic a street is carrying (during its peak hour) relative to the 

capacity of the street. Any ratio of less than 1.00 means the street is below its carrying capacity, and anything over 

1.00 indicates that the street is over capacity and at the failure point. Under current conditions, both segments are 

under capacity during the peak travel hour. Under condition #2, the v/c ratio deteriorates slightly, and under 

condition #3, both segments will approach full capacity during the peak hour, and are in danger of experiencing such 

severe traffic congestion that they reach failure. 

 

Level of service (LOS) is based on volume/capacity ratio and measures the volume and general flow of traffic on a 

street. A level “A” represents freely flowing traffic, level “F” represents total gridlock, with remaining letters 

representing the range in-between these two extremes. Cleveland-Massillon Road exhibits poor traffic flow under 

current conditions (condition #1) at LOS D. The closing of Rothrock Road will further degrade traffic on the northern 

segment, and under condition #3, both segments are highly congested and in danger of reaching gridlock. 

 

Intersection Analysis 

Our analysis indicates that the intersection of Cleveland-Massillon Road and Brookwall Drive will be one of the most 

negatively impacted intersections in the planning area in each of the various scenarios we’ve discussed. The following 

table represents the data for this intersection under the three different conditions: 

 

Cleve-Mass/Brookwall Intersection Congestion Analysis 

  
 

  

Condition #1: No Wal-Mart / Rothrock Road Remains Open   

Addl. Vehicles at Peak Hour Volume/Capacity Ratio Level of Service 

0 0.68 Under Capacity 

  

 

  

Condition #2: No Wal-Mart / Rothrock Road is Closed   

Addl. Vehicles at Peak Hour Volume/Capacity Ratio Level of Service 

200 0.83 Under Capacity 

  

 

  

Condition #3: Wal-Mart is Built / Rothrock Road is Closed   

Addl. Vehicles at Peak Hour Volume/Capacity Ratio Level of Service 

878 1.18 Over Capacity 

 

 

Under current conditions, this intersection is well under its designed capacity. The traffic shift from the closure of 

Rothrock Road (with no Wal-Mart construction) would add 200 more vehicles during the peak hour, and push the 

intersection closer to capacity. However, the closure of Rothrock Road coupled with the Wal-Mart and Sam’s 

development would add hundreds of new vehicles, and place the traffic volume nearly 20% beyond the intersection’s 

designed capacity. 
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CONCLUSION 

The preceding analysis results in two primary conclusions regarding the closure of Rothrock Road: 

1. The closure of Rothrock Road will have very little overall impact on Montrose area traffic functionality if 

additional commercial development on Rothrock Road (i.e. Wal-Mart/Sam’s Club) does NOT occur. 

 

2. If Rothrock Road is closed AND new commercial development occurs, the closure will have a significant 

negative impact on Montrose area traffic functionality. 

 

Regardless of whether Rothrock Road is closed or remains open, the intensive commercial development of the 

Rothrock Road corridor is likely to cause serious traffic problems.  As our previous analysis indicates, if a new Wal-

Mart and Sam’s Club are built along Rothrock Road, the traffic impacts on adjacent residential neighborhoods and 

commercial areas are likely to be negative and far-reaching.   

 

Without key infrastructure improvements, the projected traffic increase (approximately 10,000 vehicles on 

weekdays, 12,280 on Saturdays, and 8,460 on Sundays) resulting from the construction of the new Wal-Mart and 

Sam’s Club will cause significant degradation of traffic flow throughout the Montrose area.  Roadway segment 

congestion will worsen and the functioning of key intersections will decline precipitously. The intersections just 

northeast of the proposed Wal-Mart/Sam’s (Rothrock Loop at Rothrock Rd., Brookwall at Springside Dr., etc.), and 

even those as far away as Cleveland-Massillon Rd. at Brookwall Drive, will be negatively affected by the development.  

The short length of many of these street segments limits queuing to only a few vehicles before they begin to back-up 

into the next intersection, potentially causing gridlock situations during peak travel hours. 

 

When viewed solely as a strategy for protecting residential neighborhoods from the negative impacts of new 

commercial development, the proposal to close Rothrock Road to through traffic makes a good deal of sense.  The 

closure of the road would serve as a pre-emptive means of shielding these neighborhoods from through traffic, and 

the proposed gate system could give the City of Fairlawn the flexibility to control and modify the access to the area, 

depending upon future land use in the commercially zoned portion of Rothrock Road located in Copley Township.  

 

Rothrock Road currently functions both as a local street and as a local collector road, serving as a bypass, of sorts, 

that reduces traffic volumes along I-77, SR-18, and Cleveland-Massillon Road.  Because it currently carries a relatively 

low volume of traffic, its closure is not likely to result in major disruption to these adjacent roadways. 

 

However, the proposal to close Rothrock Road becomes quite problematic in the event that high-intensity 

commercial development proceeds, as planned, despite the closure.  If the City of Fairlawn decides to close Rothrock 

Road to through traffic, and the new stores are built, there would be further, and very noticable, degradation of 

traffic conditions along Cleveland-Massillon Road.  In this case, all traffic to the new Wal-Mart/Sam’s Club would 

have to approach from the north, exacerbating what are already likely to be severe traffic back-ups at nearby 

intersections.  If Rothrock Road were to remain open, nearly 1/4 of the traffic generated by the Wal-Mart would be 

able to approach from the south, relieving some of the strain on SR-18, Cleveland-Massillon Road, and several 

intersections to the north and east of the development. 
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Our concerns with the closure of Rothrock Road in this particular scenario extend beyond the direct affect it would 

have on traffic distribution. We feel that the City of Fairlawn, local residents, and nearby businesses are likely to 

experience some degree of “buyer’s remorse” if the stores are built and the closure and proposed gate system do not 

function as anticipated.   

 

The Fairlawn Planning Commission unanimously approved the plans for a gate system on July 14, which would 

effectively close Rothrock Road to anyone except emergency vehicles and any Fairlawn residents issued pass cards. 

Although specifics are not available at this point in time, it could take approximately 15 seconds for each vehicle to 

pass through the gate.  This could create a significant delay for passing motorists during periods when queues could 

be expected (in the evening rush hour, for example). 

 

Although the installation of a gate system will effectively eliminate outside traffic cutting through this residential 

area, there is the possibility that the mere presence of a gate (and the travel time penalty it imposes) could influence 

the travel patterns of local residents, despite having pass card access through the gate. Those living to the west of 

the gate (primarily the residents of the senior housing facility and the apartment complex on Fairway Park Drive) will 

be forced to utilize an even more congested series of intersections en route to State Route 18. Likewise, those to the 

east of the gate would have to contend with a more highly congested Cleveland-Massillon Road. 

 

Another issue of concern is that Rothrock Road is not a private road.  Portions of the road are located in the City of 

Fairlawn and portions of the road are located in Copley Township.  It was built, and is maintained, with taxpayer 

funds.  There is a valid case to be made that all members of the public should enjoy equal access to the road.  AMATS 

also does not typically endorse the closure of public roads, except in cases where significant public safety concerns 

are evident.  Finally, the installation of a gate system violates the principles of regionalism, and could set an 

unwelcome precedent for the region, leading to less intergovernmental cooperation in a fiscal environment where 

greater cooperation is of paramount importance.  The proposed closure is contrary to all of these general principles.   

 

Nevertheless, AMATS understands the concerns of Fairlawn residents and city officials with regards to the proposed 

intensive commercial development of Rothrock Road, and we share many of these concerns ourselves.  In the end, 

the decision to close the road (while informed by traffic considerations and regional planning principles) is a local 

one.  We present this analysis so that those affected by changing land use and traffic patterns will be armed with as 

much information as possible prior to making lasting decisions, some of which could potentially make a bad situation 

even worse.  Our hope, and our purpose in writing this report, is that Fairlawn officials will fully consider this 

information prior to closing Rothrock Road. 


